Drug delivery systems: 3A. Role of polymers in drug delivery.
At present, polymers represent a class of ubiquitous materials. They are being used for a multitude of purposes and the almost inexhaustible varieties of molecular architecture that macromolecular materials can possess provides the possibility for a myriad of applications. Because of the increased interest being shown in the macromolecules by the pharmaceutical industry for the fabrication of drug delivery systems, numerous polymers have been synthesized and successfully used in drug delivery devices. The necessary conditions for developing the concept of pharmaceutically applicable polymers depend upon delineating a detailed knowledge of the relationship between the structure and properties of polymer networks. A number of polymers have been studied systematically from this point of view and there is every indication that the systems described have the potential to become clinically valuable and therefore marketable drug delivery systems. The potential of these promising polymers is still far from being exhausted and there is a strong possibility that many important developments will be forthcoming in this field in the future. In the current review article, polymers for controlled release have been divided into four major categories: diffusion-controlled systems; chemically controlled systems; solvent-activated systems; and magnetically controlled systems. Polymers as drug carriers also have been divided into various subgroups: soluble, biodegradable, mucoadhesive and other polymeric systems. The latter group includes polymers containing pendant bioactive substituents, matrix systems, heparin-releasing polymers, ionic polymers, oligomers and miscellaneous. At an introductory and fundamental level, an overview of these polymers and the materials science for the design of drug delivery systems will be discussed.